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Issue No. 253

NOW THAT IT IS OVER, HOW DO WE GET OVER IT?
OR, DO WE EVER GET OVER IT?
By Tom Coniglione, MD

There are differences between what you
just accomplished and a typical long run. It was
longer than you are accustomed to running. It
certainly was harder than your typical long
run. The other real difference: this was far more
meaningful than your usual long run.
This was meaningful because of what it
represented: “a run to remember.” Twenty-two
years ago, many runners were not born or were
too young to remember what happened. Yet
everyone from everywhere came together to pay
respect to the victims and the families. This race
was meaningful because it was our friends, our
community and our friend’s families who were
so brutally violated. Yes, we will never forget.

We never get over the spirit of the Memorial
races.
Physical recovery from your Memorial race
is the same as recovery from any long run. Well,
it’s not really the same; this long run ended with
a medal.
Recovery is four “R” time; reflect, refuel,
rehydrate and rest.
REFLECT: Look at your medal and reflect
how hard you worked for it and reflect on how
important it was for you to show respect for
those whose lives ended or changed.

You did this with your neighbors. You did
this with your countrymen (50 states) and from
around the world (12 countries). We all came
together to remember.
We recover from the Memorial races by
remembering April 19, 1995. As we remember,
we again thank Thomas Hill and the innovators
who started the Memorial races. Let’s vow to
dedicate ourselves to maintain the chi of the
Memorial: unity, resolve and respect for all
people.

See Get Over, on page 6
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President’s Message
By Matthew Wilcoxen, President

One cool aspect of writing this piece every
month is that it requires me to look into the future.
This newsletter is put together many weeks before
it actually gets published, so while it’s easy to talk
about the current events of our great club, I’m also
compelled to predict what will be happening a month
from now. Of course it’s impossible to accurately
predict what will happen tomorrow but there is much
value in the very attempt. Looking forward is what
we all need to do, as runners and as humans. The
miles behind us may have been great or they may
have been a struggle but they are in the bank and
that’s where they should stay. The miles ahead are a
blank canvas open to be whatever we choose to make
them. The goal of running is to move forward and do
it as rapidly as possible.

situation. We added a few new routes to our training
schedule which is always good. We also grew our
base of local support with some new businesses and
organizations supporting us. We got in our miles and
moved the training program forward, a complete
success in my book. Congratulations to the runners
and thanks for the support.

We’ve completed our Memorial Marathon
training season and I think you’ll agree it was another
amazing run. The weather, as always, gave us some
challenges but you were flexible and we worked
through these challenges and made the best of the

Heading into summer, my favorite time of year
by the way, we’re putting together some awesome
social events so keep an eye on our social media
and our website. We’ve come a long way but there’s
more to come!

The Memorial Marathon is also behind us which
means some of you have a wonderful new chapter in
your book of running adventures. I hope you take the
time to share your stories on our Facebook page or
at our club meeting. Everyone loves to hear running
stories! Let this latest experience be just a step on
your overall journey though. Don’t stop here. Move
on to another goal and put even more ink on the
pages of your life.

Landrunners Donate to KIDS RUN REDBUD

Landrunners Jim Hammond, Jim Roblyer, Kevin Lynes and, Susan Green
present a check to Redbud Race Director Patty Anthony (center)
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Landrunner Calendar of Events

Date Event
Location/Time
5/5
Cinco De Mayo 5K
Tinker AFB @ 3:00pm
Positive Steps 5K
OKC Zoo @ 7:00am
5/6
5/6
OK Autism PieceWalk 5K*$
Bricktown Ball Park @ 8:00am
5/6
Miracle Miles 5K / 10K
Lake Hefner Star & Stripes @ 8:00am
Bun Run 5K
El Reno, OK @ 8:30am
5/6
5/7
Parkinson’s Rally 5K* & Walk
Wheeler Park @ 2:00pm
5/13 To Dye for Color Run
Dead Woods, Luther, OK @ 8:00am
Mitch Park, Edmond @ 8:00am
5/13 Run for Life 5K
5/13 Race for Hope 5K, 12K*$
Lake Hefner Star & Stripes @ 9:00am
5/15 Club Meeting with Mayor Mick Cornett
DC on Film Row @ 6:30pm
Lake Hefner Star & Stripes @ 9:00am
5/20 Gusher Gallop 5K
The See Spot Run 5K / 10K
Guthrie, OK @ 7:30am
6/3
6/3
Creek Run 5K
Quail Creek @ 8:30am
Scorcher Half Marathon* & 5K*$
Stillwater, OK @ 6:30am
6/4
6/17 Bronco Gallop 5K / 10K
Mustang, OK @ 7:00am
6/17 Equality Run 5K / 10K
Myriad Gardens @ 8:00am
* Denotes Series Races
$ Club members discount codes are listed on the Members only section @ okcrunning.org
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Landrunners In Action

2:50:24
3:18:58
3:25:55
3:29:33
xxxxx
3:29:39
3:47:02
3:48:54
3:51:53
3:55:40
3:58:02
4:04:09
4:05:56
4:50:04
5:43:51

Click the link on www.okcrunning.org/newsletter page to submit out
of state results. Send photos and stories to news@okcrunning.org
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Cash Prizes for the top
3 Male and Female
Overall Winners in the
5K and 10K

────
All 10K and 5K
finishers receive a
medal
────
T-Shirts for all
participants
────
Door Prizes Drawn
Randomly

JUNE 17TH @ 7AM

MUSTANG BRONCO
GALLOP
5K and 10K Run and 1 Mile Fun Run

────

1 Mile - $10
5K - $30

Create a 4 man team! Encourage each other to get
out there, get healthy and have fun!!!

10K - $30

Benefits the Mustang Masonic Lodge and the

5K team member - $25

Mustang High School Cross Country Team

10K team member - $25

Registration
mustangbroncogallop.itsyourrace.com/register/
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Get Over, continued

Be proud of the medal you earned. Wear it all
day long. Your medal will bring smiles at work
and at the grocery store.
REFUEL: As soon as you finish a long run
your appetite simply is not there. For three to
four hours after a long or hard run, you have no
appetite; running suppresses the appetite. At the
finish line, the food tents offer the usual.
Later in the day, refuel with carbohydrate,
protein and some salt. A bagel with peanut butter,
boiled chicken breast or a serving of pasta work
well. Hamburgers are offered at the finish line;
runners eat lots of burgers.
REHYDRATE: On a long run we lose fluid.
Wind, humidity, temperature and heat gained
from the sun contribute to fluid losses.
The hotter, the more fluid is lost.
The windier, the more fluid is lost.
The stronger the sun, the more fluid is lost.
In training, you have weighed yourself before
and after runs. You know how much weight
(water) you lose with long runs. In the first few
hours, replace all that you lost.
Some experts suggest maintaining a higher
fluid intake for a few days after the Memorial
race.
Beer is not a rehydration fluid.
REST: There is a rumor floating around
running circles that we should rest one day for
every mile run. Rest means no heavy running. So
for a 10-mile tempo or hill run, we should not do
another “heavy” run for 10 days? Sorry to be a
“myth buster,” but there is no science to back up
that statement. You can believe what you want.
Without (data) proof, you’re just another person
with an opinion. “Alternative facts” anyone?
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After a long or hard run many runner take a
nap. If you nap after a long run…..
If your legs hurt going down stairs, don’t be
surprised. Sore quads after a long or hard run are
the rule. Walk the day after. Don’t be in a hurry
but run when you feel like it.
Reflect, refuel, rehydrate, rest and smile. You
earned all of it!
We don’t run to add years to our life. We run
to add life to our years.
Running; no substitutes, no benches, no half
times and no time outs.

EVERYONE IS INVITED TO THE

CREEK RUN
5K and 1 Mile Fun Run

Saturday, June 3, 2017
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Quail Creek Park
Oklahoma City
Party in the Park
Join us for the 2nd Annual Quail Creek
Run, located throughout the wonderful
neighborhood of Quail Creek. This run
is a fun run for experienced runners,
1st time 5k runners, strollers, walkers
and children to enjoy through a
beautiful neighborhood.

(following the run)

9:00 – 11:00am

Join us immediately following the race
for Party in the Park where you can
enjoy delicious food from some of
OKC’s local food trucks, as well as
music and free beer.

Registration & More Information www.QuailCreek.org
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Running Legend Wilma Rudolph:
How Do We Learn More from Defeat?
By Melissa Brevetti, Ph.D.
This article may have the ultimate secret to
running success. We often learn success through the
work, frustrations, and commitment. I say this since
it takes us a lot of trial and error to figure out what
works best for individuals, even though society seems
to encapsulate the idea of success with glamourous
depictions. Let’s look at an educative biography, one
of my favorite runners, as a tool to inspire.
As a child, I read many biographies, which
captivated me due to a person’s ability to think, not to
mention to act, outside of that proverbial box. Then
one day, I stumbled upon a name: Wilma Rudolph.
Her story is unique since she remains a voice to
remind us that, yes, our passion lies internally, but
how we accept and understand the struggles will lead
to an even deeper appreciation of the rewards.

8 The Landrunner

Many people know the name Rudolph. In fact,
she was chosen as one of the five most extraordinary
women athletes of American history by the Women’s
Sports Foundation. With her Olympic medals
and records, Rudolph achieved many incredible
victories. She overcame polio and learned to walk
and run again to break Olympic records—in other
words, Rudolph lived her most unlikely dream. The
reason, however, that I especially love her story is
that Rudolph left a legacy of bringing success and
joy to other people. She expressed, “The triumph
can’t be had without the struggle. And I know what
struggle is. I have spent a lifetime trying to share
what it has meant to be a woman first in the world
of sports so that other young women have a chance
to reach their dreams.” As a shy woman, she did not
enjoy the spotlight. That being said, she recognized
that her story of tragedy and passion would inspire
others, which was most important.
I concur. Rudolph spent her life helping youth
and runners reach for their dreams too after honestly
sharing her own defeats and rewards. Success comes
from resiliency.
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Simply Eat
By Matthew Wilcoxen
Although experts say that you shouldn’t begin
any communication by saying you don’t know what
you’re talking about, in this case I think it may help
my cause. Here’s the thing, I have no right to tell
anyone how they should eat. None. I know a few
of you are nodding aggressively in agreement right
now. But maybe some of you will listen to my advice
because I’m not a fervent believer in some diet and
I’m not familiar with all the science behind how a
diet can improve your running. I’m just a runner
who one day decided he wanted to finally qualify for
Boston and discovered that small changes in my diet
provided massive benefits.
My overall eating strategy during my Boston
training was to eat a primarily plant centered diet. I
wanted to get most of my daily calories from plant
sources. Now let me say that I don’t know that “plant
centered” is the proper term for what I did. Again, I’m
not an expert on all the different diet plans floating
around so if I used the wrong term please forgive me.
I still ate meat during this time. I just tried to get most
of my calories from plant sources. Whatever that’s
called, that’s what I did. I did this mainly because I
had many vegan and vegetarian running friends and I
learned the benefits of a plant based diet by watching
them eat and perform. I also knew I would need a
lot of extra calories to maintain the training schedule
I was going to follow and I didn’t want these extra
calories to come from my typical meat and fat based
diet. I knew I could get extra calories, hell, that’s
easy! But I wanted to get the extra calories along
with some vitamins, minerals, and fiber, and without
the processed sugars and fats that usually tag along
my old way of eating. Eating a clean, plant centered
diet, was the logical choice to accomplish this.
Luckily, I found enough recipes and advice online
to keep my diet varied. I also found that it’s kinda
fun to try new foods and cook! I discovered so many
new things I never knew were actually food. “You
can eat that?”, became a common utterance. In the
middle of the training, during the weeks of grueling
speed work and long tempo runs, I was never without
energy and I ate massive amounts of food without
ever feeling sluggish like sometimes happens when
10 The Landrunner

I’d eat my old diet. Basically, I was able to run, A
LOT, and the food gave me all the energy I needed
without getting in the way.
In addition to this strategy, I also made a few
other specific changes that I think will help any
runner at any time. These are things I have tried to
make permanent.
I cut out soda. Completely. I never was a big soda
drinker anyway but I made the commitment to never
touch it while training. It’s sugar water. That’s it. No
benefit to a runner in training at all and it actually hurt
me because of the blood sugar imbalance. It needed
to go. Over time I learned that my craving soda was
completely a learned behavior. By grabbing water
when I wanted something sweet, my body (mind)
eventually stopped craving it. Water will satisfy and
you can unlearn the sugar craving. It isn’t easy but
it’s worth it.
I also started eating breakfast. This became
an easy change once I got deep into the training.
Running a lot of hard miles made me hungry all the
damn time! I made my breakfast full of vegetables as
a way of kicking off my day with a bang. I bought a
good blender and filled it with all the green and red
plants I found at the grocery store. I don’t know the
names of most of the things I bought; I just went to
the produce aisle and started grabbing things. Each
night, or early in the morning, I’d grab as many
different colors as I could and cram them in the
blender with some almond butter, ginger (because
I love it), almond milk, and coconut water (it only
tastes good when mixed with something but it’s great
for hydration). I played around with the recipe and
found something that tasted great but it was always
based in vegetables. I’m not exaggerating when I say
this single change contributed more to my success
than anything else. Kicking off my day with an
overload of nutrients made me full of energy later
when I needed to run some crazy workout. If you do
nothing else, do this! Grab the veggies and then add
in things you like. Play with it and make it your own.
See Eat, on page 12
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Eat, continued
I did a few other things that I learned along the
way but I tried to keep my changes simple and few.
I’m a big believer in making small changes gradually
as a way of making them stick. In my experience,
drastic changes made suddenly will not work. Going
on a diet doesn’t work. Lifestyle changes do work
and you don’t need to be an ardent follower of some
diet philosophy in order to make big changes in
your performance. Do something small right now
and then add new things along the way as you start
seeing the benefits and learning more. I’m an old dog
who is well passed his ability to learn anything new
but I was able to improve my running performance
through diet by using some simple logic. Just eat
REAL (read unprocessed) food and give your body
the raw materials it needs in order to do the things
you’re asking of it. Once you start seeing and feeling
the results, it’ll become something you really want to
do and you won’t go back.
I can’t end this without a story. So I ran my
Boston qualifying marathon in Tucson, Arizona.

May 2017
Upon arriving in Tucson the day before the marathon,
I noticed an In-N-Out burger joint near my hotel.
Whenever I travel to California I always hit an In-NOut because it’s something we can’t get in Oklahoma
and I love their greasy, completely unhealthy food.
I told myself if I actually qualified the next day (I
was very unsure I would), I’d give myself a treat
and celebrate with a double-double. Well I ran that
marathon faster than I ever thought I could. For over
10 years I’d seen my qualifying time as completely
out of my ability but, on this day, I busted it by over
10 minutes. Needless to say, I was flying high on
cloud nine at the finish. Once rehydrated with my
favorite adult beverage, I was starving and ready to
celebrate. Still reeling from the accomplishment I
drove back into Tucson and stopped to eat without
much thought. I sat down and ate with reckless
abandon. I was at Whole Foods.
It is possible to change your diet and it doesn’t
have to feel like work. Pick one thing you’d like to
change, get online and research it, and then just do it.
Before long it’ll become natural.

WATCH OUT FOR THE LANDRUNNERS!
The OKC Landrunners will be active with our
OH! WHAT A RIDE!!! program during the 2017
OKC Memorial Half Marathon on April 30. Our
rider is Jeff Dixon of Duncan, Oklahoma and assisted
by Club President Matthew Wilcoxen. Be sure and
cheer for both. The Landrunners have a modified
racing wheelchair and are looking for riders for other
races to be pushed by qualified Landrunners. Riders
who have physical/mental challenges and can benefit
from such an experience and want to participant in
organized road races......call Jim at 405.608.0488 for
more information.
(L to R) Patty Anthony (Redbud Race Director), Marie Habrock (rider), Kevin
Lynes, Meg Corn (recommended the rider and Landrunner supporter), Sherrie
Habrock (Marie’s mother), Ted the Bear (in the Chair) and Jim Roblyer
(Chairman of Landrunners, OH!!WHAT A RIDE!!!! Program)
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CLICK ON OKLAHOMA CITY
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Join or Renew
Online Today!
Check your mailing label for your renewal date.
Join or renew your subscription online at www.okcrunning.org or:
$20

Landrunner Club Meeting
with Mayor Mick Cornett
Monday, May 15 @ 6:30pm
DC on Film Row
609 W Sheridan
OKC, OK

Check the club’s website or Facebook page for more details.

